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Event Details:

Event Type: Soft-skills Development Competition
Event Mode: Online
Event Platform: Google Quiz & Google Meet
Event Category: Professional Event
Event Date and Time: 3rd April 2021, 11:00 IST to 14:00 IST
Event Accessibility: Open for All

Jury Members:  Prof. Sarosh Dastoor (IEEE SPS SBC Advisor)
                Prof. Ketki Pathak (IEEE SPS SBC Counselor)
                Mr. Tanay Bhalani (from TCS)
Event Posters:

**LET'S CRACK IT!**
Future thinking, now.

**EVENT INCLUDES:**
- 3 ROUNDS:
  - APTITUDE TEST
  - GROUP DISCUSSION
  - INTERVIEW

**EVENT DATE:**
3rd APRIL 2021

Scan QR Code for Registration

https://forms.gle/7RLB370dJxWwNMFp6

**FOR QUERY CONTACT:**
- ANIRUDH BHATT: +91 80/18676913
- SANJAY BHATIA: +91 9099742838

**WINNERS GET EXCITING PRIZES**

**POWERED BY**
IEEE SCET, SB

---

**LET'S CRACK IT!**
Future thinking, now.

**CONGRATULATIONS WINNERS**

1ST
PARTH KAPADIA

2ND
HARDIK SHAH

3RD
DHVANI SHAH

MAYANK KUMAR

WINNERS
Event Insights:

Soft skills development is as important as technical skills. During recruitment, various recruiters follow step-by-step process which includes group discussion, aptitude test, & interview. This event is also focused on the similar approach, so students get an overview of recruitment process and get chance to sharpen their soft-skills. The event consisted of 3 rounds:

1. Aptitude Test
2. Group Discussion
3. Personal Interview

Registrations for the event began on 28\textsuperscript{th} March 2021, and we received 100+ participation from different departments of our institute. Students were from following departments & year.
The first round was aptitude test which was conducted on 2\textsuperscript{nd} April, 2021. In this round, a 15 minute timed quiz was provided to the participants. Quiz contained various questions on analysis, general aptitude, basic mathematics, and reasoning. From 120 students participating in round 1, 18 students were selected based on their top performance for the second round. Round 2 was group discussion, in which GD was conducted in group of 9. Topics were given on the spot, and it was judged by jury members. Eight students were selected in the final round, where jury members from industry asked them questions based upon the participant’s resume. The whole event was planned and managed by IEEE SCET Student Team. We are thankful to the jury members – Prof. Sarosh Dastoor, Prof. Ketki Pathak & Mr. Tanay Bhalani (TCS) to share their valuable time for judging the event.
Drafted By: Poojan Dalal & Aadil Tajani